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We apply the reently developed LogN-Log S test of ompat star ooling theories for the rst
time to hybrid stars with a olor superonduting quark matter ore. While there is not yet a
mirosopially founded superonduting quark matter phase whih would fulll onstraints from
ooling phenomenology, we explore the hypothetial 2SC+X phase and show that the magnitude
and density-dependene of the X-gap an be hosen to satisfy a set of tests: temperature - age (T-t),
the brightness onstraint, LogN-Log S, and the mass spetrum onstraint. The latter test appears
as a new onjeture from the present investigation.
PACS numbers: 12.38.Mh, 26.60.+, 95.85.Nv, 97.60.Jd
I. INTRODUCTION
Reently, preparations for terrestrial laboratory exper-
iments with heavy-ion ollisons have been started, where
it is planned to aess the high-density/ low temperature
region of the QCD phase diagram and explore physis at
the phase boundary between hadroni and quark matter,
e.g., within the CBM experiment at FAIR Darmstadt.
Preditions for ritial parameters in this domain of the
temperature-density plane are unertain sine they an-
not be heked against Lattie-QCD simulations whih
beame rather preise at zero baryon densities. Chi-
ral quark models have been developed and alibrated
with these results. They an be extended into the nite-
density domain and suggest a rih struture of olor su-
peronduting phases. These hypothetial phase stru-
tures shall imply onsequenes for the struture and evo-
lution of ompat stars, where the onstraints from mass
and radius measurements as well as from the ooling phe-
nomenology have reently reahed an unpreedented level
of preision whih allows to develop deisive tests of mod-
els for high-density QCD matter.
Among ompat stars (we will address them also with
the general term neutron stars (NSs)) one an distigu-
ish three main lasses aording to their omposition:
hadron stars, quark stars (bare surfaes or with thin
rusts), and hybrid stars (HyS). The latter are the sub-
jet of the present study.
Observations of the surfae thermal emission of NSs is
one of the most promising ways to derive detailed infor-
mation about proesses in interiors of ompat objets
(see [1, 2, 3℄ for reent reviews). In [4℄ (Paper I here-
after) we proposed to use a population synthesis of lose-
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by ooling NSs as an addtional test for theoretial ooling
urves. This tool, based on alulation of the LogN-Log S
distribution, was shown to be an eetive supplement to
the standard T - t (Temperature vs. age) test. In Paper
I we used ooling urves for hadron stars alulated in
[7℄. Here we study ooling urves of HyS alulated in [8℄
(Paper II hereafter).
Exept T - t and LogN-Log S we use also the bright-
ness onstraint test (BC) suggested in [9℄. We apply
altogether three tests  T-t, LogN-Log S, and BC  to
ve sets of ooling urves of HyS. In the next setion we
desribe alulation of these urves. In Setion III we
disuss the population synthesis senario. After that we
present our results whih imply the onjeture of a new
mass spetrum onstraint from Vela-like objets. In Se-
tion 5 we disuss the results and present our onlusions
in Setion 6.
II. COOLING CURVES FOR HYBRID STARS
A. Hybrid stars
The desription of ompat star ooling with olor su-
peronduting quark matter interior is based on the ap-
proah introdued in Paper II whih will be briey re-
viewed here, see also [10℄ for a reent summary. A non-
loal, hiral quark model is employed whih supports
ompat star ongurations with a rather large quark
ore due to the relatively low ritial densities for the
deonnement phase transition from hadroni matter to
olor superonduting quark matter. In the interior of
the ompat star in late ooling stages, when the tem-
perature is well below the opaity temperature Topac ∼ 1
MeV for neutrino untrapping, four phases of quark mat-
ter are possible: normal quark matter (NQ), two-avor
superonduting matter (2SC), a mixed phase of both
(NQ-2SC) and the olor-avor-loking phase (CFL). The
state-of-the-art alulations for a three-avor quark mat-
2ter phase diagram within a hiral (NJL) quark model
of quark matter and selfonsistently determined quark
masses are desribed in Refs. [11, 12, 13℄.
The detailed struture of the phase diagram in these
models still depends on the strength parameter GD of
the diquark oupling (and on the formfator of the mo-
mentum spae regularization, see [14℄). For all values of
GD no stable hybrid stars with a CFL phase have been
found yet, see [15℄, and Refs. therein. We will restrit us
here to the disussion of 2SC and NQ phases.
The 2SC phase ours at lower baryon densities than
the CFL phase [16, 17℄. For appliations to ompat stars
the omission of the strange quark avor is justied by the
fat that hemial potentials in entral parts of the stars
barely reah the threshold value at whih the mass gap
for strange quarks breaks down and they may appear in
the system [18℄.
It has been shown in [19℄ that a nonloal hiral quark
model with the Gaussian formfator ansatz leads to an
early onset of the deonnement transition so that hybrid
stars with large quark matter ores [20℄ an be disussed.
In desribing the hadroni part of the hybrid star, as in
[7℄, we adopt the Argonne V 18+δv+UIX∗ model for the
EoS [21℄, whih is based on reent data for the nuleon-
nuleon interation with the inlusion of a parameterized
three-body fore and relativisti boost orretions.
Atually we ontinue to adopt an analyti parameter-
ization of this model by Heiselberg and Hjorth-Jensen
[22℄, where the t is done for n < 4 n0 with n0 =
0.16 fm−3 being the nulear saturation density. This
EoS ts the symmetry energy to the original Argonne
V 18+ δv+UIX∗ model in the mentioned density inter-
val and smoothly inorporates ausality onstraints at
high densities. The threshold density for the DU proess
is nDUc ≃ 5.19 n0, i.e. it ours in stars with masses
exeeding MDUc ≃ 1.839 M⊙).
B. Cooling
For the alulation of the ooling of the hadroni part
of the hybrid star we use the same model as in [7℄. The
main proesses are the medium modied Ura (MMU)
and the pair breaking and formation (PBF) proesses for
our adopted EoS of hadroni matter. For a reent, more
detailed disussion of these proesses and the role of the
3P2 gap, see [23℄.
The possibilities of pion ondensation and of other so
alled exoti proesses are suppressed sine in the model
[7℄ these proesses may our only for neutron star masses
exeeding Mquarkc = 1.214 M⊙. The DU proess is irrel-
evant in this model up to very large neutron star masses
M > 1.839 M⊙. The 1S0 neutron and proton gaps are
taken the same as those shown by thik lines in Fig. 5 of
Ref. [7℄. We pay partiular attention to the fat that the
3P2 neutron gap is additionally suppressed by the fator
0.1 ompared to that shown in Fig. 5 of [7℄. This sup-
pression is motivated by the result of the reent work in
[24℄ and is required to t the ooling data.
For the alulation of the ooling of the quark ore
in the hybrid star we use the model introdued in [7℄.
We inorporate the most eient proesses: the quark
diret Ura (QDU) proesses on unpaired quarks, the
quark modied Ura (QMU), the quark bremsstrahlung
(QB), the eletron bremsstrahlung (EB), and the mas-
sive gluon-photon deay (see [25℄). Following [26℄ we
inlude the emissivity of the quark pair formation and
breaking (QPFB) proesses. The spei heat inorpo-
rates the quark ontribution, the eletron ontribution
and the massles and massive gluon-photon ontributions.
The heat ondutivity ontains quark, eletron and gluon
terms.
The 2SC phase has one unpaired olor of quarks (say
blue) for whih the very eetive quark DU proess works
and leads to a too fast ooling of the hybrid star in dis-
agreement with the data [8℄. We have suggested to as-
sume a weak pairing hannel whih ould lead to a small
residual pairing of the hitherto unpaired blue quarks. We
all the resulting gap ∆X and show that for a density de-
pendent ansatz
∆X = ∆0 exp
[
−α
(
µ− µc
µc
)]
(1)
with µ being the quark hemial potential, µc = 330
MeV. Here we use dierent values of α and ∆0, whih are
given in Table 1 haraterizing the model.
The physial origin of the X-gap remains to be identi-
ed. It ould our, e.g., due to quantum utuations of
olor neutral quark sextett omplexes [27℄. Suh alu-
lations have not yet been performed with the relativisti
hiral quark models.
For suiently small GD, the 2SC pairing may be in-
hibited at all. In this ase, due to the absene of this
ompeting spin-0 phase with large gaps, one may invoke
a spin-1 pairing hannel in order to avoid the DU prob-
lem. In partiular the olor-spin-loking (CSL) phase [28℄
may be in aordane with ooling phenomenology as all
quark speies are paired and the smallest gap hannel
may have a behavior similar to Eq. (1), see [29℄. A onsis-
tent ooling alulation for this phase, however, requires
the evaluation of neutrino emissivities (see, e.g. [30℄ and
referenes therein) and transport oeients, whih is
still to be performed.
Gapless superonduting phases an our when the
diquark oupling parameter is small so that the pairing
gap is of the order of the asymmetry in the hemial po-
tentials of the quark speies to be paired. Interesting
impliations for the ooling of gapless CFL quark mat-
ter have been onjetured due to the partiular behavior
of the spei heat and neutrino emissivities [31℄. For
reasonable values of GD, however, these phases do o-
ur only at too high temperatures to be relevant for late
ooling, if a stable hybrid onguration with these phases
ould be ahieved at all [12℄.
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FIG. 1: Hybrid star ooling urves for Model I. Dierent lines
orrespond to ompat star mass values indiated in the leg-
end (in units of M⊙), data points with error bars are taken
from Ref. [2℄. For the explanation of shaded areas, see text.
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FIG. 2: Same as Fig. 1 for Model II.
The weak pairing hannels are haraterized by gaps
typially in the interval 10 keV ÷1 MeV, see disussion
of dierent attrative interation hannels in paper [32℄.
In the gures we present T-t plots for four models used
in this paper. On eah plot data points for known ooling
NSs are added (see details in [9℄). The hathed trapeze-
like region represents the brightness onstraint (BC). For
eah model nine ooling urves are shown for ongu-
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FIG. 3: Same as Fig. 1 Model III.
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FIG. 4: Same as Fig. 1 for Model IV.
rations with mass values orresponding to the binning
of the population synthesis alulations explained in the
next setion.
Clearly, all models satisfy the BC. As for the T-t test
the situation is dierent. The Model II does not pass the
test beause even the highest mass onguration (whih
orresponds to the oolest HyS) annot explain the lowest
data points. So, in the Table 1 it is marked that the
model does not pass the test.
In this work we want to introdue a more detailed mea-
sure for the ability of a ooling model to desribe obser-
4vational data in the temperature-age diagram. We assign
ve grey values to regions of ompat star masses in the
T − t diagram whih enode the likelihood that stars in
that mass interval an be found in the solar neighbor-
hood, aording to the population synthesis senario, see
Fig. 5. The darkest grey value, for example, orresponds
to the mass interval 1.35÷ 1.45 M⊙ for whih the popu-
lation sysnthesis predits the most objets. Aording to
this rened mass spetrum riterion a ooling model is
optimal when the darkness of the grey value is in aor-
dane with the number of observed objets in that region
of the temperature-age diagram. This riterion is ideally
fullled for Model IV, where with only one exeption all
objets are found in the two bands with darker grey val-
ues whereas for Models I - III about half of the objets
are situated in light grey or even white regions.
III. POPULATION SYNTHESIS SCENARIO
Population synthesis is a frequently used tehnique in
astrophysis desribed, e.g., in the review [33℄ where fur-
ther referenes an be found. The idea is to onstrut an
evolutionary senario for an artiial population of er-
tain astronomial objets. The omparison with observa-
tions gives the opportunity to test our understanding of
evolutionary laws and initial onditions for these soures.
The senario that we use in this paper is nearly identi-
al to the one used in Paper I. We just briey reall the
main elements and then desribe the only small dierene
in the mass spetrum.
The main ingredients of the population synthesis
model we use are: the initial distribution of NSs and
their birth rate; the veloity distribution of NSs; the mass
spetrum of NSs; ooling urves and interstellar absorp-
tion.
In this series of papers in whih we use the population
synthesis model as a test of the theory of thermal evo-
lution of NSs, we assume that the set of ooling urves
is the most undetermined igredient. So, we make an at-
tempt to test it. The ooling urves used in this paper
are desribed in Se. 2.
We assume that NSs are born in the Galati dis and
in the Gould Belt. The dis region is alulated up to 3
kp from the Sun, and is assumed to be of zero thikness.
The birth rate in the dis part of the distribution is taken
as 250 NS per Myr. The Gould Belt is modeled as a at
dis-like struture with a hole in the enter (see the Belt
desription in [34℄). The inlination of the Belt relative
to the galati plane is 18◦. The NS birth rate in the
Belt is 20 per Myr.
The veloity distribution of NSs is not well known. In
our alulations we use the one proposed by [35℄. This
is a bimodal distribution with two maxima at ∼ 127 and
∼ 707 km s−1. Reent results question this bimodality
[36℄. However, sine the time sales in our alulations
typially are not very long, the exat form of the distri-
bution is not very important.
For the alulation of the olumn density towards a
given NS we use the same approximation as we used be-
fore. It depends only on the distane to the galati en-
ter and the height above the galati plane (see Fig. 1 in
[37℄). The detailed struture of the interstellar medium
(ISM) is not taken into aount, exept the Loal Bub-
ble, whih is modeled as a 140-p sphere entered on the
Sun.
The mass spetrum is a ruial ingredient of the se-
nario. The main ideology of its derivation is the same as
given in [38℄. At rst we take all massive stars whih an
produe a NS (spetral lasses B2-08) from the HIPPAR-
COS atalogue with parallaxies < 0.002 arse. Then
for eah spetral lass we assign a mass interval. In the
next step using alulations by [39℄ we obtain the baryon
masses of ompat remnants. Then we have to alulate
the gravitational mass. In this paper, unlike our pre-
vious studies where we just used the formula from [40℄
Mbar −Mgrav = αM
2
grav with α = 0.075, we use Mgrav
aurately alulated for the hosen onguration. Sine
the approximation from [40℄ is very good the dierene
with the mass spetrum we used in Paper I is tiny, and
appears only in three most massive bins of our spetrum.
In this paper we slightly rebinned the mass spetrum in
order to have a better overage of the ooling behaviour
for the hosen ongurations. As before we use eight
mass bins dened by their borders: 1.05; 1.13; 1.22; 1.28;
1.35; 1.45; 1.55; 1.65; 1.75 M⊙, see Fig. 5. The rit-
ial mass for the formation of a quark ore is lose to
1.22 M⊙. Therefore, bins are hosen suh that the rst
two represent purely hadroni stars. Bins are of dierent
width. Outermost bins have a width 0.1 M⊙. We do
not expet HyS with masses M < 1.05 M⊙. The upper
boundary of the eighth bin lies lose to the maximum
mass allowed by the hosen onguration.
Following the suggestion by [40℄ we make runs for two
modiations of the mass spetrum. Exept the usage
of the full range of masses we produe, in addition, al-
ulations for the trunated spetrum. In this ase on-
tributions of the rst two bins are added to the third
bin. This situation reets the possibility that stars with
M
<
∼ 11M⊙ an produe NSs of similar masses lose to
∼1.27M⊙.
As in Paper I we neglet eets of a NS atmosphere,
and use pure blakbody spetra. As we do not address
partiular soures this seems to be a valid approximation.
The population synthesis ode alulates spatial tra-
jetories of NSs with the time step 104 yrs. For eah
point from the set of ooling urves we have the surfae
temperature of the NS. Calulations for an individual
trak are stopped at the age when the hottest NSs (for
all ve models here this is a star withM = 1.1M⊙, unless
the trunated mass spetrum is used) reahes the tem-
perature 105 K. Suh a low temperature is beyond the
registration limit for ROSAT even for a very short dis-
tane from the observer. With the known distane from
the Sun and the ISM distribution we alulate the ol-
umn density. Finally, ount rates are alulated using the
5FIG. 5: The adopted mass spetrum, binned over eight in-
tervals of dierent widths. The non-trunated spetrum is
shown (see text).
ROSAT response matrix. Results are summarized along
eah individual trajetory. We alulate 5,000 traks for
eah model. Eah trak is applied to all eight ooling
urves. With a typial ooling timesale of about 1 Myr,
we obtain ∼ 4 · 106 soures. The results are then nor-
malized to the hosen NS formation rate (290 NSs in the
whole region of the problem).
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this setion we present results of our alulations for
four models, haraterized by dierent sets of the two-
parameter ansatz for the X-gap, Eq. (1), see Table 1.
LogN-Log S urves are given for two values of the Gould
Belt radius (Rbelt = 300 and 500 p), and for two variants
of the mass spetrum (full and trunated).
The modeled LogN-LogS urves are onfronted with
data for lose-by, young ooling NSs observed by ROSAT.
This data set inludes the Magnient Seven (seven dim
radio-quiet NSs), radio pulsars, Geminga and a geminga-
like soure (see the list and details in [41℄). The error bars
orrespond to poissonian errors (i.e. square root of the
number of soures). An important upper limit is added
[42℄ whih represents an estimate of unidentied ooling
NSs in the ROSAT Bright Soure Catalogue (BSC).
Model I is the best model from Paper II. An important
feature of this model is that ooling urves over data
points in the T-t plot very uniformly.
The parameters of the Model II were speially ho-
sen in suh a way, that it is possible to demonstrate the
fat that the LogN-LogS test an be suessful for a set
that fails to pass the T-t test. Even for the highest pos-
sible mass it is imposible to explain old stars, but as the
LogN-LogS test is not sensitive to what is happening
with massive NSs it does not inuene the results of the
population synthesis.
Model III is an attempt of a ompromise to fulll at
least marginally all three tests. It has s smaller gap than
the Model I, and unlike Model II it has a non-zero value
of α. It an explain all data points in the T-t plot within
an available mass range resorting, however, to the very
unlikely objets with masses above 1.5 M⊙.
Models IV assumes a steeper density dependene of
the X-gap than all previous ones. It is thus possible to
spread the set of ooling urves over the existing ooling
data already for mass variations within the range of most
probable mass values 1.25 ± 0.25 M⊙ in Fig. 5. Using
these models it is possible to desribe even the Vela pulsar
being a young, nearby and rather ool objet, within this
mass range.
V. DISCUSSION
In the present paper we were to nd a set of parame-
ters for whih all three tests (T-t, LogN-Log S, and BC)
an be suessfully passed? Are these tests suient to
onstrain a model or is it neessary to assume additional
onstraints?
For the T-t test it is neessary to over the observed
points by urves from a relatively wide range of masses
whih are onsistent with known data on inital NS mass
distribution (for example, data on masses of not-areted,
i.e. mainly seondary, ompanions of double NS sys-
tems). For the Model III (see Fig. 3), for example, this is
not the ase as a number of data points seems to orre-
spond to a narrow mass range slightly below the ritial
mass 1.22M⊙. On the one hand, all data points on Fig. 3
an be overed by ooling urves from the standard mass
range (∼ 1 - 1.5,M⊙). On the other hand, the interme-
diate region (logT ∼ 6 - 6.2, log t ∼ 3 - 4) orresponds
to a narrow mass range: ∼ 1.22 - 1.26 M⊙. This is
not a dramati disadvantage, espeially if the hypoth-
esis disussed in [39, 40℄ that stars with masses below
∼ 11M⊙ form remnants of nearly the same mass lose
to the range above. Still, this property of ooling urves
should be mentioned. Model IV (Fig. 4) gives a more ap-
propriate desription from the point of view of the mass
distribution.
For the ase of the LogN-LogS test we'd like to note
that the value Rbelt=300 p is more reliable. So, the
Model I, for whih at bright uxes we see an overpredi-
tion of soures for this value of the Gould Belt radius,
an be onsidered only as marginally passing the test.
Other models do better. Espeially, models III and IV.
For them LogN-Log S urves for Rbelt = 300 p math
well the data points, leaving a room for few new possible
identiations of lose-by ooling NSs (ative searh is
going on by dierent groups in Frane [43, 44℄, in Ger-
many [45℄, in Italy [46℄ and in the USA[47℄).
As in our LogN-LogS alulations we use a partiu-
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FIG. 6: LogN-Log S distribution for Model I. Four variants
are shown: Rbelt = 500 p and trunated mass spetrum
(full line), Rbelt = 500 p and non-trunated mass spetrum
(dotted line), Rbelt = 300 p and trunated mass spetrum
(dash-dotted line), and nally Rbelt = 300 p (dashed line)
for non-trunated mass distribution.
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FIG. 7: LogN-Log S distribution for Model II. Line styles as
in Fig. 6.
lar mass spetrum in whih there are nearly no objets
with M
>
∼ 1.4 - 1.5 M⊙, we have a strong onstraint
on properties of a set of ooling urves whih an satisfy
all three tests. The position of the ritial urve whih
devides hadroni stars from HyS is xed by the hosen
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FIG. 8: LogN-Log S distribution for Model III. Line styles as
in Fig. 6.
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FIG. 9: LogN-Log S distribution for Model IV. Line styles as
in Fig. 6.
onguration. If urves for masses up to 1.4 M⊙ lie too
lose to the ritial one, then we overpredit the num-
ber of soures on the LogN-Log S plot. If oppositely, we
move urves for 1.3 -1.4 M⊙ down (this is ahieved by
inreasing the parameter α and thus making the density
dependene of the X-gap steeper) then a narrow range of
masses beomes responsible for a wide region in the T - t
diagram.
A solution ould be in hanging the exponential de-
7pendene in Eq. 1 to the power-law. We plan to study
this possibility in future.
The ombined usage of all three tests an put addi-
tional onstraints on the mass spetrum of ompat ob-
jets. For example, if we look at Fig. 3 it is lear that
small masses (M < 1.2 M⊙) are neessary to explain hot
objets with ages ∼ 103 - 104 yrs. If in suh a ase only
a model with a trunated mass spetrum is able to ex-
plain the LogN-Log S distribution of lose-by NSs then
the model is in trouble. On other hand, if an explanation
of the LogN-Log S deserves stars from low-mass bins, but
ooling urves for these stars are in onradition with the
BC, then, again, the model has to be rejeted.
In this series of our studies of the loal population
of ooling ompat objets we use the mass spetrum
whih should t to the solar neighbourhood enrihed
with stars from the mass range 8 - 15 M⊙. Mass spe-
trum of all galati newborn NSs an be dierent, but
not dramatially. The number of low-mass stars (∼ 1 -
1.3M⊙) an be slightly dereased in favour of more mas-
sive stars. However, ompat objets with M
<
∼ 1.5M⊙
anyway should signiantly outnumber more massive ob-
jets. This laim has some observational support.
Unfortunately, a mass determination with high prei-
sion is available only for NSs in binary systems. Com-
pat objets in X-ray binaries ould arete a signiant
amount of matter. Also mass determinations for them
are muh less preise than for radio pulsar systems. So,
we onentrate on the latter. For some of the radio pul-
sars observed in binaries, aretion also played an impor-
tant rle. Without any doubts masses of milliseond pul-
sars do not represent their initial values. However, there
is a small number of NSs with well determined masses,
for whih it is highly possible that these masses did not
hange signiantly sine these NSs were born (data on
NS masses an be found, for example, in [48, 49, 50℄ and
referenes therein). These are seondary (younger) om-
ponents of double NS systems. Aording to standard
evolutionary senarios these ompat objets never a-
reted a signiant amount of mass (as when they formed
the primary omponent already was a NS). Their masses
lie in the narrow range 1.18 - 1.39 M⊙. Primary om-
ponents of double NS binaries ould arete during their
lifetime. However, this amount of areted matter an-
not be large as these are all high-mass binaries. Masses
of these NSs are all below 1.45 M⊙. This is also an im-
portant argument in favour of the statement that initial
masses of most NSs are below ∼ 1.4 - 1.5M⊙.
The reently disovered highly relativisti binary pul-
sar J1906+0746 [51℄ is the nineth example of suh a sys-
tem. The total mass is determined to be 2.61± 0.02M⊙.
The pulsar itself is a young, not milliseond, objet. It
should not inrease its mass due to aretion. So, we an
assume that it is at least not heavier than the seond -
non-pulsar - omponent (we neglet here the possibility
that the ompanion is a massive white dwarf, still this is
a possibility), than we obtain that its mass is
<
∼ 1.3M⊙.
Nine examples (without any ounter-examples) is a very
good evidene in favour of the mass spetrum used in our
alulations. Of ourse, some eets of binary evolution
an be important (for example, the mass of the ore of a
massive star an be inuened if the star looses part of its
mass due to mass transfer to the primary ompanion or
due to ommon envelope formation), and so for isolated
stars (or stars in very wide binaries) the situation an
be slightly dierent. However, with these observational
estimates of initial masses of NSs we feel more ondent
using the spetrum with a small number of NSs with
M
>
∼ 1.4 - 1.5M⊙.
Brighter soures are easier to disover. So, among
known ooling NSs the fration of NSs with masses
1M⊙
<
∼ M
<
∼ 1.5M⊙ should be even higher than in the
original mass spetrum. So, we have the impression that
it is neessary to try to explain even old (may be with an
exeption of 1-2 oldest) soures with M
<
∼ 1.4 - 1.5M⊙.
Espeially, the Magnient seven and other young lose-
by ompat objets should be explained as most typial
representatives of the whole NS population [52℄. We want
to underline that, even being seleted by their observ-
ability in soft X-rays, these soures form one of the most
uniform samples of young isolated NSs. In this sense,
the situation as in Fig. 1 where a signiant number of
soures are explained by ooling urves orresponding to
1.5M⊙
<
∼ M
<
∼ 1.7M⊙ should be onsidered as a disad-
vantage of the model. Partiularly, Vela, Geminga and
RX J1856-3754 should not be explained as massive NSs.
These all are young lose-by soures, and the probability
that so near-by we observe young NSs whih ome out of
few perent of the most massive objets of this lass is
low.
All the above gives us the opportunity to formulate
the onjeture of amass spetrum onstraint: data points
should be explained mostly by NSs with typial masses.
For all known data this typial means 1.1M⊙
<
∼ M
<
∼
1.5M⊙.
The LogN-Log S test is the only one that takes into
aount the mass spetrum expliitely. This is an addi-
tional argument in favour of using this test together with
others.
Taking all together, we onlude that Model IV is the
best among studied examples from the point of view of
all three tests plus mass onstraint.
VI. CONCLUSION
We made a preliminary study of ooling urves for HyS
based on the approah in Paper II whih suggests that if
quark matter ours in a ompat star, it has to be in the
2SC+X phase, where the hypothetial X-gap still laks a
mirosopial explanation. All three tests of the ooling
behavior (LogN-Log S, T-t, BC) are applied. Four mod-
els dened by the two-parameter ansatz for the X-gap
were alulated. Model II with a density-independent X-
gap ould diretly be exluded sine it was not able to
8explain some ooling data inluding Vela at all. Two of
the models (I and III) suessfully passed two tests and
marginally the third. None of these models ould ex-
plain explain the temperature-age value for Vela within
a typial mass range, i.e. for a Vela mass below 1.5 M⊙.
However, with a steeper density dependene of the X-
gap than suggested in Paper II, we were able to fulll
all 4 onstraints and exemplied this for model IV. To
onlude, HyS with a 2SC+X quark matter ore appear
to be good andidates to explain the ooling behaviour
of ompat objets, although a onsistent theoretial ex-
planation of the hypothetial X-gap and its steep density
dependene has still to be developed.
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10
Model ∆0 [MeV℄ α BC T  t Log N  Log S Mtyp ≤ 1.5 M⊙ All tests
I 1 10 + + ◦ - -
II 0.1 0 + - + - -
III 0.1 2 + ◦ + - -
IV 5 25 + + + + +
TABLE I: Parameter values ∆0 and α for Models I - IV dening the density dependene of the X-gap introdued in Eq. (1). The
symbols +, - and ◦ denote whether or not a given model passes the proposed ooling tests, fails or is indierent, respetively.
